PORTFOLIO MODELS:
PRECISION AND EFFICIENCY
EXTENSIVE TOOLS FOR PORTFOLIO MODELS
The Archer platform helps investment managers maximize the results of their
expertise. In the area of portfolio models, Archer provides extensive tools for model
creation, management, audit, and communications.
Portfolio Models: Archer’s robust model tracking and application capabilities
accommodate managers’ need for precision when responding to drift; when adding
new model subscribers; when generating model-based trades; and when tracking
performance composite membership by model assignment.
Model Blends: Managers are able to combine models into independently tracked
super models, or into precisely maintained multi-discipline account proportions,
efficiently addressing model administration, cash management, and bulk-trade
operations. This flexibility allows investors to receive the benefits of multiple
strategies while portfolio managers maintain independence.
Model Overlays: Flexible ESG overlay technology accelerates product development
cycles, quickly applying custom ESG profiles to generate and maintain ESG model
versions which automatically capture changes in base models as they occur.
Model Workstation: The Archer Model Workstation facilitates teamwork between
model management and implementation teams by automating notifications and
investment instructions. The workstation records a complete audit trail of model
change history and facilitates intra-day updates so new accounts are well-aligned
with their model strategies. Model publishing capability streamlines model delivery
across several sponsors.
Trading by Comparisons: Archer allows for trade orders to be built based on
comparisons to models or to other accounts, and provides “compare-to-model”
options in many of its reports. Archer also offers trade support services that help
managers efficiently execute model changes across subscriber accounts.
As part of a total solution, Archer’s portfolio model capabilities, tools, and services
free investment management teams to focus on investment decision-making, client
relationships, and business growth.
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Flexible Creation, Automated Maintenance
Portfolio models built and maintained in Archer may be static in their allocations or
may dynamically adjust when model security prices change. Cash allocations may
remain fixed at a constant percentage, or fixed at a constant dollar amount.
Absolute models maintain the manager-assigned weights of model securities
until the manager changes the weights of the model securities. As prices change,
clients subscribing to absolute models experience drift from the manager-assigned
weights. Clients subscribing to absolute models are typically subject to drift
management trading - the occasional rebalancing of all of their holdings.
The securities weights assigned in relative models fluctuate as securities prices
change. For example, a model security whose price increases will take on a
greater weight in a relative portfolio model, and other position weights will
be diminished relative to the security experiencing the price increase. Clients
subscribing to relative models are typically subject to rebalancing only when the
manager intentionally changes the model, such as the addition of a new model
security and compensatory reduction in the model cash weight.
Once established, relative models are updated nightly to reflect model security
price changes. Intra-day updates may be applied to accommodate the process of
aligning new accounts -- or accounts with cash flows -- to the relative model.
Model Blends
Archer helps managers combine portfolio models as a single strategy through
multi-discipline accounts or by using Super Models, which are models comprised
of other, individually managed models.
Multi-discipline account (MDA) model functionality leverages Archer’s householding
capability to link several accounts, each following a distinct portfolio model, and
each sharing a single custodian account number. Each sleeve account is assigned
a pre-determined portion of the household assets, with cash managed at the
sleeve level. Overlapping securities are recorded and reconciled at the sleeve
level. And the MDA structure allows managers to track performance composites at
the individual sleeve level.
Super Model functionality combines distinct models, in proportions determined
by the investment manager, to create an independently tracked and operated
model-of-models. Multiple sleeve accounts are not required; each Archer account
subscribing to the Super Model maps to custodian accounts in a one-to-one
manner. Cash and overlapping securities in the models are viewed as combined
positions in the accounts subscribed to the Super Model.
As with other models in Archer, Super Models can be applied to individual
accounts or a group of accounts in order management scenarios, and can be used
to determine performance composite membership.
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Generally, when portfolios are managed by separate legal entities or when
frequent sleeve or sub-model trades affect many accounts, the MDA model
functionality is selected. When managers wish to allow model blend proportions to
drift with market changes, when assets with different settlement cycles may impact
withdrawals, or when a composite membership tracking is desired for the blended
model, Super Model functionality is chosen.
Model Overlays
Managers can meet demand for ESG investing with version of models customized
to the manager’s specifications or to ESG specifications of the investor’s choice.
ESG model overlays in Archer can emphasize positions that are highly rated in
specifc themes while concurrently reducing exposure to poorly rated holdings.
Elimination of exposure to specific industries altogether is also available. Overlay
functionality is scalable, automatically updating the ESG versions of models when
base models change.
Model Workstation
The Model Workstation feature within Archer provides robust model management,
implementation, and delivery. Model Workstation is most useful when model
management and implementation teams are separate, and most powerful when
targeted model changes are needed. Here are some highlights of this Archer
functionality:
> Create, update, and review models and model changes
> Assign powerful user-level security settings to each model
> Send specific instructions for each model change, with an option to specify a
target price
> Receive automated email alerts of model changes
> Deliver the model to external systems and/or sponsors

Letting you focus on
what you do best.
Fully integrated, highly
customizable, and
accurate. Archer billing
functionality is another
example of how our
platform has been
designed to efficiently
meet your needs, allowing
you to focus on what you
do best.

Rebalancing, security swapping, taking advantage of buy opportunities created by
price changes, and other model-based changes can be applied to accounts or to
groups of accounts.
Restricted accounts which follow a model are accommodated through the Archer
Buy List functionality in which alternate investments may be substituted for model
positions when necessary.
Archer’s Model Workstation is a simple solution to the challenge of maintaining,
applying, and distributing accurate and effective portfolio models.
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Model Drift Oversight and Trading
Model-based order management scenarios in Archer allow for comparisons to
clients’ default models, to specified models, or to other accounts.
When these compare-to options are used, Archer contrasts the scenario results
to the specified model or account and displays any delta. Adjustment fields and
refresh capability enable multiple recalculations before the final order is generated.
Client cash requests may be accommodated when rebalancing to models, and
model changes may be applied with a minimum of trades in the model subscriber
accounts. The implementation team may selectively trade changed securities using
the Multi Security or Swap Security order management scenarios. The Rebalance
scenario may be used when market drift has impacted a broader range of portfolio
holdings.
The Archer Trade Administration Group is available to leverage Archer capabilities
on behalf of the investment manager to build, execute, allocate, and facilitate
settlement of model-based trades. Archer’s team follows managers’ instructions
regarding model securities changes and downstream trades required to keep
clients’ accounts appropriately aligned to their respective models.
Creating account groups based on portfolio model or Super Model subscription
creates powerful efficiencies in Archer order management and composite
membership functions. These data connections also increase firm wide
transparency through Archer’s reporting functions.
Trade efficiency and drift oversight are simplified with Archer integrated
functionality, which allows teams to:
> Generate trades based on model weights and efficiently allocate those trades
to model subscribers
> Compare trade execution prices across model subscribers
> Automatically update performance composite membership when model
subscriptions change
> Generate top holdings and monitor drift by model group or MDA
> Segregate model subscribers in performance measurement and drift reports
> Monitor AUM, flows, and new accounts for each model group

FLEXIBLE MODEL DESIGN SETTINGS. SCALABLE OVERLAY AND
COMBINED-MODEL MAINTENANCE. SIMPLIFED APPLICATION OF
MODEL WEIGHTS TO CLIENT ACCOUNTS.
FOCUS ON WHAT YOU DO BEST. WITH ARCHER.
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